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  Letter dated 19 October 2016 from the Permanent Representative 

of Cyprus to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-General 
 

 

 Upon instruction from my Government, I transmit herewith two documents 

detailing the infringements of international air traffic regulations and the violations 

of the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus by Turkey (see annex I) and the 

illegal use of closed ports by Turkish warships (see annex II) recorded during the 

month of September 2016. It should also be noted that Turkish commercial aircraft 

systematically use the illegal Tympou airport.  

 Furthermore, I wish to inform you that the occupation regime illegally issued a 

notice to airmen on 27 September relating to exercises organized by the Turkish Air 

Force.  

 The actions of Turkey clearly aim at undermining the sovereignty of the 

Republic of Cyprus, bolstering the continuing de facto division and upgrading the 

secessionist entity’s status, by claiming a purported airspace over the occupied 

territory of the Republic. In addition, Turkey continues to systematically harass  

civilian and military aircraft within the Nicosia flight information region via radio 

calls. Meanwhile, infringements of regulations in the Nicosia flight information 

region and violations of the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus continue 

unabated. The policy of Turkey of persistently breaching international law and 

defying international rules and regulations puts the safety of international civil 

aviation at risk, has a negative impact on the stability of the region and causes 

difficulties for air traffic over Cyprus.  

 It should further be underlined that the continuation of the illegal actions of 

Turkey creates tension during a critical period for the successful outcome of the 

ongoing negotiation process for a peaceful comprehensive solution of the Cyprus 

problem.  

 On behalf of my Government, I strongly protest the continuing infringements 

of international air traffic regulations and the violations of the national airspace and 

the territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus by Turkey and appeal for their 
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immediate cessation. The Republic of Cyprus reiterates, in this respect,  its call for 

adherence to the principle of sovereignty and non -interference enshrined in the 

Charter of the United Nations. 

 I should be grateful if you would circulate the present letter and its annexes as 

a document of the General Assembly, under agenda item 41, and of the Security 

Council. 

 

 

(Signed) Nicholas Emiliou 
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  Annex I to the letter dated 19 October 2016 from the Permanent 

Representative of Cyprus to the United Nations addressed to the 

Secretary-General 
 

 

  Airborne violations 
 

Date Time Nature of violation 

   6 September  0947-1125 One Cougar Turkish military helicopter infringed international air 

traffic regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic 

of Cyprus by entering the Nicosia flight information region (FIR) 

and the national airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without 

diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia air control centre (ACC).  

 2045-2246 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of 

Cyprus by entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the 

Republic of Cyprus without diplomatic permit or contacting 

Nicosia ACC. 

 2106-2235 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of 

Cyprus by entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the 

Republic of Cyprus without diplomatic permit or contacting 

Nicosia ACC. 

7 September 1010-1406 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of 

Cyprus by entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the 

Republic of Cyprus without diplomatic permit or contacting 

Nicosia ACC. 

 1100-1120 One B-200 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air 

traffic regulations and violated the national airspace of the 

Republic of Cyprus by entering the Nicosia FIR and the national 

airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1318-1530 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air 

traffic regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic 

permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1453-1508 One B-200 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air 

traffic regulations and violated the national airspace of the 

Republic of Cyprus by entering the Nicosia FIR and the national 

airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

19 September 0933-1008 One S-70 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic permit 

or contacting Nicosia ACC. 
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Date Time Nature of violation 

    1504-1553 One Cougar Turkish military helicopter infringed international air 

traffic regulations and violated the national airspace of the 

Republic of Cyprus by entering the Nicosia FIR and the national 

airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

20 September 1041-1211 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air 

traffic regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic 

permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1622-1650 One Turkish military helicopter infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of 

Cyprus by entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the 

Republic of Cyprus without diplomatic permit or contacting 

Nicosia ACC. 

21 September 1133-1152 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air 

traffic regulations and violated the national airspace of the 

Republic of Cyprus by entering the Nicosia FIR and the national 

airspace of the Republic of Cyprus without diplomatic permit or 

contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1355-1524 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air 

traffic regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic 

permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1434-1601 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air 

traffic regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic 

permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1529-1539 Two F-4 and two F-16 Turkish military aircraft infringed 

international air traffic regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR 

without diplomatic permit or contacting Nicosia ACC.  

 1657-1714 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air 

traffic regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic 

permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

22 September 1046-1255 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air 

traffic regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic 

permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

 1429-1612 One Turkish military aircraft infringed international air traffic 

regulations and violated the national airspace of the Republic of 

Cyprus by entering the Nicosia FIR and the national airspace of the 

Republic of Cyprus without diplomatic permit or contacting 

Nicosia ACC. 
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Date Time Nature of violation 

   26 September 1044-1215 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air 

traffic regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic 

permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 

28 September 1036-1206 One CN-235 Turkish military aircraft infringed international air 

traffic regulations by entering the Nicosia FIR without diplomatic 

permit or contacting Nicosia ACC. 
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  Annex II to the letter dated 19 October 2016 from the Permanent 

Representative of Cyprus to the United Nations addressed to the 

Secretary-General 
 

 

  Naval violations 
 

Date Nature of violation 

  23 August-2 September One P-334 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial 

waters of the Republic of Cyprus and illegally used the 

closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval 

operation of the occupation forces.  

10-21 September  One P-331 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial 

waters of the Republic of Cyprus and illegally used the 

closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval 

operation of the occupation forces.  

22-23 September One A-1600 Turkish vehicle carrier vessel violated the 

territorial waters of the Republic of Cyprus and illegally 

used the closed port of Famagusta.  

24 September One P-338 Turkish missile vessel violated the territorial 

waters of the Republic of Cyprus and illegally used the 

closed port of Famagusta while participating in a naval 

operation of the occupation forces.  

25-27 September One C-156 passenger vessel violated the territorial 

waters of the Republic of Cyprus and illegally used the 

closed port of Famagusta. 

 

 


